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Abstrac t

review some of the other methods which exist with particular attention to the user interface metaphors the y
employ .
First we make some observations on the nature o f
the task .

This paper evaluates three distinct metaphor s
for exploration and virtual camera control in virtual environments using a six degree of freedo m
input device . The metaphors are "eyeball i n
hand " , "scene in hand", and "flying vehicle control" . 'These metaphors have been implemente d
and evaluated using an IRIS workstation and a
Polhemus 3Space . The system has the capability to record the motion path followed durin g
an exploration session and this can be recorde d
and played hack to create a movie . Evaluatio n
is through intensive structured interview session s
wherein subjects are required to complete a number of tasks involving three different "toy" environments . None of the metaphors is judge d
the best in all situations, rather the differen t
metaphors each have advantages and disadvantages depending on the particular task . For example, "scene in hand" is judged to be good for manipulating closed objects, but is not good for moving through an interior ; whereas "flying vehicl e
control" is judged the best for navigating throug h
the interior, but is poor for moving around a
closed object .

e The task of placing a viewpoint in a virtual 3D environment has inherently six degrees of freedom —
three for positional placement and three for angula r
placement . An additonal degree of freedom has t o
be introduced to provide a field of view scale factor ,
the function equivalent to the zoom on a camera . I n
this paper we ignore the problem presented by thi s
seventh variable .
e The task of exploring a virtual environment can b e
accomplished by navigating a . viewpoint through th e
environment . If the motion path is recorded for late r
playback, the exploration path becomes a virtua l
camera path .
• Moving a viewpoint around in a virtual environmen t
is isomorphic with moving the environment aroun d
in terms of the resulting image . Of course, the user
interface metaphor is quite different .

Introductio n
The problem of providing a user interface for explorin g
virtual graphical environments is closely related to th e
problem of viewpoint specification and also to the problem of providing a camera path through a virtual environment . Before describing our approach to the problems of navigation and virtual camera control we briefl y
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A number of studies have investigated the problem
of object placement by extending 2D devices to cove r
6D manipulations . Usually translations pose no great
difficulty, thus getting rotations to work well has received the most attention . Evans et al [6] transforme d
the input from a digitizing tablet so that x and y motion yielded rotation about y and x respectively, and a
circular stirring motion yielded rotation about z . Th e
interaction metaphor here is that of a virtual turntabl e
on which an object is placed . Chen et al [5] refined thi s
metaphor to that of placing the object in a conceptua l
sphere . Any motion of the tracker is interpreted by th e
program as if it were a physical gesture on the surfac e
of the sphere . This allows all three axes of rotation i n
a single coherent model . The major limitation inheren t
in using 21) devices is that at least one change of stat e
is required to cover all translations and rotations .

At the other end of the technology spectrum is th e
creation of so called "cyberspace" which places the use r
directly in the graphical environment . This work, pioneered by Sutherland [12] involves the use of hea d
mounted monitors which, when combined with hea d
mounted sensors, give the user the impression that he o r
she can freely turn their head to gaze at features in th e
graphics scene . A more recent version of this approac h
[7] includes the "data glove" which makes it possibl e
to encode the position of each of the subject's finger s
and hence to "pick up" graphical objects [16] . The use r
interface metaphor here is that of direct manual manipulation, and it is followed so faithfully so as to see m
more literal than metaphorical . However, at present w e
are perhaps justified in considering this to be a metaphor because the objects have no feel and no mass an d
the illumination model (where there is one) is primitive .
Technical progress may overcome these problems .
Our study of the manipulation problem began wit h
studies using a device which we call the "hat" (because
it is like a mouse that flies or fledermaus) . This device is based on the Polhemus 3Space Isotrac l , a six
degree of freedom spatial sensor which encodes both
position and orientation . We have mounted the 3Space
sensor in a case shaped like a bar of soap and supplemented it with a single button . In our initial studie s
we developed an interface which allows this device t o
be used in "mouse mode", that is, relative changes i n
position and orientation are measured while the button
is depressed which enables a selected object to be ratch eted into position using a sequence of hand movements .
We have studied the problems of manipulating a heirarchical three-dimensional scene both from a conceptua l
viewpoint [15] and to obtain some empirical data on th e
speed of performing various tasks [14] .
The spatial metaphor used in our original study i s
of a direct mechanical linkage between the bat and th e
currently selected object . We call it the "scene in hand "
metaphor because of the apparently direct manipulation of the scene which occurs . If the user translate s
the bat, the corresponding translation occurs for th e
object . If the user rotates the bat about the its center ,
the corresponding rotation occurs for the object abou t
the object ' s own center . This is a direct extension o f
the way in which a mouse is used to move a curso r
about the screen ; there is a one to one correspondenc e
between mouse and cursor motion . It is also possibl e
to use the "scene in hand" metaphor to change view points ; by selecting the root object in the heirarchica l
scene and twisting the bat . the virtual environment i s
rotated about the center of the root object .
The above work was successful in showing that i t
is possible to use the same metaphor for both manipulations and for some sort of navigation . But as w e

turned our attention more to the problems of exploration and virtual camera control we became aware tha t
at least three very distinct metaphors existed for navigating through virtual environments using the 3Spac e
and a high performance graphics workstation . Initially ,
we had little intuition about which was likely to be th e
best . I-Iwever, before we describe these three interaction metaphors we first address the issue of what th e
term "metaphor" means in this context .

The Problem of Metapho r
In all of the above discussion we been using the ter m
metaphor in the sense of an explicit simile . The use r
understands the behaviour of the interface to be "like "
having the world on a turntable or "like" locomotin g
through the physical environment . These metaphor s
are provided to give the user an internal model [9] . o f
the interface which will help the user in initially under standing the system's behaviour . This is obviously tru e
for the virtual sphere of [5] . It is equally true, althoug h
less obviously so, for the cyberspace environment . Th e
cyberspace metaphor is the most compelling, but it als o
has limitations (besides those of exorbitant cost) . Ther e
are the obvious technological limitations relating to realism and lack of touch which may be overcome in time .
But what is more interesting is that the metaphor itsel f
creates both affordances (things it is easy to do) an d
restrictions (things it is hard to do) .
User interface metaphors provide two fundamentall y
different kinds of constraints on their utility. The firs t
of these constraints is essentially cognitive . The metaphor provides the user with a model that enables the
prediction of system behaviour given different kinds o f
input actions . A good metaphor is one that is apt -- which matches the system performance well — and als o
is well understood by the user and easy to learn . On e
could model an F14 airplane to provide a metaphor fo r
flying the viewpoint around, but if the user does no t
know how to fly an F14 this may not be very helpful .
The second aspect of a metaphor relates to the physical constraints which its implementation places on th e
interface . A particular metaphor will naturally mak e
some actions easy to achieve and others difficult . Thus ,
for example, the cyberspace metaphor places natura l
restrictions on the acceleration and velocity of the view point and it makes it impossible to place the viewpoin t
high above the scene because it is limited to positionin g
the viewpoint where a person can place their head . O n
the other hand the cyberspace metaphor makes the control of the position of the viewpoint completely straight forward within these limitations .
Here we evaluate three metaphors for movin g
through virtual environments both in their cognitiv e
aspects and with respect to the sets of viewpoint ma -

1 3Space is a trademark of Polhemus Inc .
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Despite our intentions to keep the implementation s
simple, our first subject encouraged us to add a feature whereby the viewpoint is moved only while th e
button is depressed . This allows a form of ratcheting : If the user lets go of the button, the view a s
displayed on the screen, remains fixed . The user can
then move the 3Space to a more comfortable positio n
and resume the viewpoint manipulation by depressing the button . Unfortunately, this feature destroy s
the mental model of a fixed invisible scene . Instea d
the user must imagine that it is possible to ratche t
the invisible scene around using the viewpoint as a
kind of handle . This is a confusing mental model ,
our subsequent experimental subjects preferred no t
to use this feature, and we do not discuss if further .

-
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user's model i s
that of placing an
eyeball with respec t
to an invisibl e
model . What the ey e
sees is only availabl e
via the monitor
The

Virtual Environment

Scene in hand . In this metaphor the scene is made
to move in correspondence with the 3Space (bat) . If
the bat is twisted clockwise the scene rotates clock wise ; if it is translated left the scene translates left ,
etc . It is akin to having an invisible mechanical linkage which converts all hand translations and rotations into translations and rotations of the scene (se e
Figure 2) . Large movements of the scene are accomplished by ratcheting which is achieved by means of a
button which acts as a clutch . To make a large objec t

Figure 1 . Eyeball in hand metapho r

nipulations that are easy and difficult to achieve .

Interaction Metaphor s
In constructing the programs which instantiated each of
the interaction metaphors we attempted to keep eac h
metaphor as simple as possible, although interestin g
elaborations constantly occurred to us . The reason wa s
our desire to study the problems of each in its purest ,
most essential form . The three interaction metaphors
which we implemented are as follows :
Eyeball in hand . This technique involves using th e
Polhemus as a virtual video camera or eyeball whic h
can be moved about the virtual scene . The virtual
scene is like an invisible model which inhabits th e
room with the user and which can only be seen fro m
the vantage of the hand held eye (see Figure 1) . Th e
view from this eyeball is mapped to the screen of th e
IRIS . This metaphor has previously been studied b y
Baffler et al [1] who found that "consciously calculated activity" was involved, and by Brooks [3, 4 ]
who found it to be useful although he also foun d
that an additional plan view of the scene was usefu l
to prevent disorientation .

The user's model is of a
direct linkage .
Translations and rotations
of the control devic e
result in correspondin g
translations and rotation s
of the scene .

Figure 2 . Scene in hand metapho r
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The user' s model is of a
control device whic h
allows the user to fly the
viewpoint through the
virtual environment .
Hand motion results i n
changes in the directional
and rotational velocity o f
the viewpoint.

der to provide the user with a preliminary mode l
of its behaviour . No attempt is made to actuall y
model the characteristics of flight, which would, fo r
example give the user control over acceleration as a
method for controlling forward velocity . Instead w e
control spatial velocity and angular velocity directly
(human factors studies suggest that people can i n
general control velocity far more easily than acceleration [8] . We found it useful to put a non-linear control on translational velocities making the velocit y
related to the cube of the displacement . This makes
it possible to have very fine control while still allowing rapid motion of the viewpoint . Our implementation of the flying metaphor is illustrated in Figure 3 .
This metaphor has also been studied by [3, 4] wh o
used two joysticks to control velocities . However he
fails to mention how many degrees of freedom wer e
under control, neither does he comment on the eas e
of learning of the metaphor .

Contro l

" Stick "

Toy Environment s
The three motion control metaphors were evaluated i n
the context of three "toy" environments designed to em body the important properties of different 3D task do mains . These environments, which are illustrated i n
Figure 4, have one characteristic in common ; they eac h
contain three areas of detail and it is the user's task i n
the exploration phase of the interview to locate thes e
areas . Later the subjects were asked to make a movi e
showing the detail in context .

Figure 3 . Flying vehicle control metapho r

movement the user depresses the button makes th e
movement, released the button and returns his/he r
hand to its start position and repeats this process a s
many times as necessary .

SIGNS . This environment consists of a three object s
placed on a regular grid . These objects resemble
roadsigns and each has an area of detail placed o n
one of its sides .

A previous study in our laboratory has found th e
scene in hand metaphor to be useful for manipulating discrete objects and changing the viewpoint in a
heirarchical scene [15] .

MAZE . This environment consists of a T shaped hall way . The three areas of detail are placed at differen t
locations on the inside walls . From the user ' s starting position the entrance to the hallway appears as
the center square in a checkerboard pattern . This
checkerboard is opaque and only appears transparent in Figure 4 to reveal the T shaped hallway .

A related study by Schmandt [11] implemented an interface in which the user placed a hand in the graphics environment, by using beam splitting mirrors an d
piezo-electric shutters for stereopsis . The main problem was found to be coping with inconsistent occlusion . The user's hand and the graphical objects bot h
appeared to be semi-transparent — there was no occlusion based on depth, and occlusion is probabl y
the strongest of all depth cues . It was because o f
these problems that Ware and Jessome decided t o
implement a one-to-one correspondence, instead o f
actually placing the user's hand in the scene .

CUBE . This environment contains a single cube wit h
details on three of its faces .

Evaluation Methodolog y
In order to evaluate the cognitive dimensions of th e
three interaction metaphors we decided to make use o f
a technique known as intensive " semi-structured " interviewing [2] . This technique, as its name suggests, involves interviewing users under controlled (structured )

Flying vehicle control . In this metaphor the bat i s
used as a control device for a virtual vehicle . The
virtual environment is perceived from this vehicle .
We only call this interface a "flying vehicle" in or -
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conditions, while at the same time providing some scop e
for the subject to provide creative input to the process .
The use of this evaluation methodology is a deliberate reaction against experimental studies which, be cause of the demands of experimental design, are con strained to ask very limited questions . The goal of intensive interviewing as an evaluation technique is to as k
many meaningful questions of a few subjects, rathe r
than asking a single (often trivial) question of man y
subjects .
A second difference in our approach from measurement based studies is that we consider individual differences to be important and analyzed them as such .
Again this differs from the kind of study where a larg e
number of subjects are distributed across experimenta l
conditions, and measurements of responses are average d
across subjects within each condition (which makes a n
implicit assumption of homogeneity of the subject population) . Because of this we do not require a large number of subjects, rather we require a small number each
of whom we subject to an extended interactive inter viewing session . Also, we do not try to hide individua l
differences, rather we try to gain knowledge from th e
variety of ways in which subjects respond to a particular situation . Because of this, in selecting subjects, w e
deliberately sought a variety of previous experience . W e
subject our data to content analysis [10] which essentially involves a careful semantic analysis of the action s
and comments of the different subjects involved in different situations .

Signs

Subject s
The 7 subjects were chosen for the variety of their experiences . In particular, we wished to obtain subjects wit h
and without computer experience, with and withou t
mouse experience, with and without experience makin g
movies and with and without experience flying aircraf t
or using flight simulators . We obtained information o n
the relevant experience of each subject by asking a serie s
of questions and recording the answers . Space considerations prohibit the full reproduction of this informatio n
here . All but one of the subjects, were paid $30 .00 fo r
participation in the three hour session .

Cube

The Structure of the Intervie w
The product of the three interaction metaphors wit h
the three toy environments yields nine distinct combinations . The interaction metaphors were evaluated b y
requiring subjects to explore each of the environment s
with each of the metaphors while making verbal comparisons and critical comments . The subject were give n
a brief introduction to a particular interaction metaphor, following which they were given the three scene s

Figure 4 . The three "toy worlds" are show n
together with the locations of the detailing,
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while "scene in hand" was judged best for the CUB E
but worst for the MAZE . The reasons for this are discussed below where we present a condensed version of
our detailed analysis of the videotape data . In the
following analysis for each metaphor in turn, we discuss the constraints and affordances of our implementation, the cognitive properties of the metaphor, an d
the judged usefulness in making movies .

Eyeball in han d
Constraints and Affordances . Our implementation o f
the eyeball in hand metaphor imposes awkward physical contraints . It is necessary that the boundaries o f
the scene be located inside the boundaries of the de vice's domain, which in our case was a hemisphere with
a radius of approximately two metres . This limitatio n
prevents the viewpoint from being a great distance fro m
any part of the scene . Also because this mapping re lies on a one-to-one mapping of the hand to the virtual
viewpoint it can be very hard to get a steady close loo k
at a detail — this is because of human limitations in fine
control of hand position and limitation in the resolution
of the 3Space .
Another physical constraint is the movement of th e
user . To move the camera around a scene the user mus t
physically walk around or reach around the virtual scen e
in the physical domain . This movement combined wit h
complex hand movement, what one subject described a s
" physical contortions " , is often necessary to get the clesired view . Most complaints about the metaphor wer e
related to this problem . The subjects preferred bein g
able to sit down and explore the scene with a minimu m
of physical exertion and discomfort which they could d o
with both of the other metaphors .

Table 1
in succession . This was repeated with the two othe r
metaphors and the order of presentation was randomized accross subjects . After each exploration session
subjects were asked to make a movie showing each o f
the areas of detail and its relationship to the other areas of detail and to the rest of the scene . These interview sessions lasted approximately three hours an d
were videotaped in their entirety.

Result s
In our preliminary analysis of the results we find n o
overall winner . There were also no real losers, each o f
the metaphors could be used within twenty minutes b y
users with little or no experience with computer system s
or three-dimensional graphics .
The numbers given in Table 1 are the result of a se t
of questions which were asked at the end of the intervie w
session . We discuss them first because they provide a
kind of overview . Table 1 gives the compiled results ob tained by asking each of the subjects about each scen e
in turn : how much they felt in control, how easy it wa s
to make the movie, how easy it was to explore . Subjects were asked to choose the best and worst metaphor s
given each scene and these judgements were coded b y
scoring +1 when a metaphor was judged the best, a - 1
when it was judged the worst, and a 0 otherwise .
One result which is apparent from Table 1 is the hig h
correlation between the responses for the three questions . The Kendall coefficient of concordance gives thi s
an agreement value of 0 .88 which is highly significan t
(p < 0 .01) This suggests that the ease of control, th e
ease of movie making and the ease of exploration hav e
similar task constraints .
The other striking result is an interaction ; "flight "
was judged best for the MAZE but worst for the CUBE

Cognitive Properties . One of the strong points of this
metaphor is also its weak point . The metaphor require s
that the user imagine a virtual scene placed in the physical space in front of the monitor . There appears to b e
large individual differences in the ability of subjects t o
do this . The use of an actual physical model of the scen e
would eliminate this problem but this must be exclude d
for those cases where the scene to be explored is unknown . Besides which, the point of computer graphics
is usually to avoid the need for physical models .
The most striking evidence that mental visualization of the scene plays a crucial role is that three o f
the subjects acted as if the scene were actually present .
They made considerable efforts to keep out of the spac e
inhabited by the virtual scene, and one subject, whil e
exploring the SIGNS scene, would stretch uncomfortably rather than step forward and stand "in" the virtual
scene .
The most serious cognitive problem with the eyebal l
in hand metaphor occurs when the 3Space is turned t o
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face the user . This occurs when the user wants to vie w
the back or bottom of a scene . The problem is that
there is a disconcerting mismatch between hand motio n
and the visual feedback which results . In this situatio n
the relative motion of the scene seems to be completel y
reversed and this is very disorienting . This seems t o
be because the actual viewpoint of the user, facing th e
monitor, is the reverse of the hand held virtual view point .
There were variations in the mental imagery whic h
was adopted by at least two of the subjects carryin g
out the exploration task using this metaphor . Some times these subjects tended to think of the device, no t
as an eyeball, but as a hand-held camera that they wer e
walking through the maze, and there was a mismatc h
between the actual scale of the scene with respect to th e
bat and the perceived size of the camera which caused
them some difficulty .
The eyeball metaphor is relatively easy to learn initially . There was no unanimous agreement by the subjects for the easiest metaphor to learn but the majorit y
of the votes went to this one .
When asked which of the scenes this metaphor i s
most appropriate for, subjects seemed to be polarize d
into those who thought the MAZE was the most appropriate and the CUBE was the least appropriate, and
those who felt the reverse was true .
Movie Making . When movie-making is considered, thi s

metaphor was judged neither the best nor the worst .
The direct correspondence between viewpoint motio n
and the user's movements makes it difficult to creat e
smooth motions and a "jerky" movie is often the result .
A smooth ease-in and ease-out of camera positions i s
virtually impossible .

siderable computational power to implement and thi s
would, we felt, drastically reduce the complexity of th e
scenes that could be manipulated in real time .
There is also a physical constraint involved . Whe n
trying to do a rotation of the scene through a larg e
angle the user must rotate the bat completely aroun d
or ratchet . In either case the subjects found that th e
physical movement involved was often uncomfortabl e
and was the major complaint concerning this metaphor .
Additionally, ratchetting was found to be a tiring task .
Cognitive Properties . It appears that "scene in hand "

is a natural metaphor for discrete hand sized objects .
The CUBE is perceived by subjects to he approximately
hand sized and six out of seven subjects judged thi s
metaphor to be the best for working with this particular scene . Conversely it is considered be the wors t
for the MAZE environment . The metaphor received a
mixed reaction from our subjects when used with th e
SIGNS scene . For some subjects a problem appeared to
be caused by a mismatch between the "scene in hand "
metaphor and the perceived size of the scene . The subjects felt that the SIGNS scene was very large and tha t
it was therefore unnatural to be able to translate an d
rotate it so easily .
The subjects also expressed difficulty in rotating an d
translating at the same time . Because of the speed of response of the scene to the movements of the bat, simultaneous rotation and translation was found to be disorienting in the MAZE and the SIGNS . Subjects woul d
attempt to separate translations from rotations and fin d
this difficult to do .
Movie Making . This metaphor was rated the worst fo r
movie-making . It was found to be especially hard t o
make a movie showing the detailing in the MAZE scen e
and the use of ratchetting produces "jerky" movement .

Environment in han d
Constraints and Affordances . Our implementation o f
this metaphor only allows a single center of rotation fo r
the entire scene . This is no problem with the cube scen e
where it seems natural to have the center of rotation a t
the center of the cube . However, with large or complex scenes, navigation is difficult when the viewpoin t
is far from the center of rotation . In particular, as the
viewpoint is moved to a part of the scene which is distant from the center of rotation, the effects of rotatin g
the bat are exaggerated, small angular changes resul t
in significant positional changes and this tends to b e
very disorienting . One of our subjects actually gave u p
trying to navigate the maze with this metaphor . It i s
possible to imagine extensions to this metaphor by, fo r
example, allowing the subject to place "handholds" o n
convenient surfaces . This would allow the subjects t o
get the feeling of directly manipulating the scene . We
decided not to do this because it would require con -

Flying vehicle contro l
Constraints and Affordances . This metaphor is unlik e
the others in that the subject controls the velocity of th e
viewpoint rather than it position and orientation . Subjects did not find this metaphor exceptionally difficul t
to learn although the concept was not as simple to pic k
up as the " eyeball in hand " metaphor . This metapho r
was judged to be the best with the MAZE scene . Th e
ability to move slowly and to easily make small adjustments were contributing factors to this concensus . Th e
most disorienting aspect of the MAZE scene is passin g
through the walls of the corridors and this occurred fa r
less frequently with "flight" .
The use of the 3Space with this metaphor is les s
tiring than with "eye in hand" and "scene in hand "
since it can be held in a comfortable position and doe s
not require continuous movement by the user . On th e
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other hand, this metaphor does require patience . With
the "eyeball in hand " metaphor the user could mov e
directly from one desired viewpoint to another ver y
quickly if the user was capable of envisioning the virtual scene in the physical domain . The "flight vehicl e
control" metaphor does not allow this . The user can se t
the velocity of the viewpoint but must still wait until
the viewpoint "flies" to the desired position .
One problem which the subjects experienced wit h
the implementation was the lack of an alternative feed back on their velocities in the six dimensions . The onl y
feedback was the visual flow feedback from the motio n
of the viewpoint . In a complex scene such as the MAZ E
this is not as severe a problem as it is in a simple enviroment such as the CUBE .
The majority of the subjects found this metapho r
was the one least suited for the CUBE scene and this
appeared to be due to the difficulty of flying around a
single object in space while maintaining it in the lin e
of sight . A complex interaction between angular an d
translational velocities is necessary to do this well . Th e
best technique found by us and some of our subject s
was to move sideways away from the object and rotate towards it at the same time . This combination o f
lateral and angular velocities results in an orbit abou t
the object while keeping the viewpoint always towar d
the object itself . This technique is not an easy one t o
master in the limited amount of time the user's hav e
to deal with each scene and the difficulty of learning i t
may have biased our results on the appropriateness o f
this metaphor with this scene . As an example of this ,
we noted that two subjects who explored the SIGN S
environment immediately after the CUBE environmen t
used the same orbitting technique on this environmen t
and showed steady improvement in their skill with thi s
task .

However our "flight vehicle control " interface did no t
always provide the perception of flight . While exploring the MAZE environment the majority of subjects de scribe the metaphor as being similar to walking dow n
the corridors, instead of flying . This is obviously a cognitive consideration : "You walk down corridors, you
don't fly down them" . Additionally many subjects felt a
cognitive constraint with the CUBE environment . Th e
subjects felt that the cube was a small baseball-sized object and the concept of flying around such a small objec t
seemed unnatural and some subjects would perceive th e
object as rotating, rather than themselves flying aroun d
it . The concept of actually rotating the object itself (a s
in the "environment in hand" metaphor) seemed much
more natural .
A cognitive (and physical) advantage of this metaphor is the large amount of freedom that it affords t o
the user . The user can go anywhere in the scene at
virtually any speed that is desired . A couple of ou r
subjects described it as follows : "You believe you ca n
do things compared to using the other metaphors . " an d
"There is no feeling of restriction . "
Movie Making . The fact "flying vehicle control" allow s
the user to control velocity, rather than position, an d
does so in a non-linear fashion, so that very slow speed s
can be obtained, allows users to ease-in and ease-ou t
the camera positions in a very smooth manner whic h
is ideal for movie-making . This was the main reason
cited for the general concensus that this metaphor i s
the best for this task . Our preliminary analysis of th e
movies made with each of the metaphors also indicate s
that this metaphor has the best results in terms of th e
quality of the movies produced .
Concluding Remark s

Cognitive Properties . An interesting cognitive phenomenon with "flight" is that subjects appear t o
adopt different metaphorical analogies depending on th e
scene . While exploring the SIGNS environment mos t
subjects described the experience as being similar t o
flying . This led to some problems for our subjects with
pilotting experience who had a difficult time realizin g
that they could fly backwards, sideways and up an d
down as well as remain stationary . One subject who
has his pilot license even banked his viewpoint when h e
made a turn and rarely used any other type of movement other than forward movement . Another difficul t
concept for these subjects was flying toward the sign s
to examine the details and even flying through the sign s
rather than trying to avoid these obvious obstacles t o
the flight path . Interestingly, the subjects without pi lotting experience had no difficulty with these concepts ,
thus actual flying experience may be a handicap mor e
than an asset .

Perhaps the most interesting aspect of the results is th e
way in which metaphor appeared to influence the user' s
behaviour . The most striking examples of this were th e
subject who banked the viewpoint when turning corners
when using the "flying vehicle control" metaphor, an d
the subject who carefully avoided placing his body i n
the same space as the virtual environment .
In considering the subjects' behaviour with each o f
the three scenes it seems as if they form a continuum i n
terms of the task demands . The SIGNS lies betwee n
the MAZE and the CUBE . The interface metaphor s
produced a strong interaction with this continuum, s o
that the "scene in hand" metaphor is strongly preferre d
with the CUBE, whereas the "flying vehicle control "
metaphor is strongly to be preferred with the MAZE .
This suggests that when designing interactions around a
spatial metaphor considerable attention should be tie d
to cognitive conflicts which may result .
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One final observation on the nature of metaphor .
One of the criterion for a useful metaphor in a use r
interface is whether it can be extended to meet new requirements . A good metaphor is thus one which ha s
many useful elabourations . An application which w e
have for the present work is to extend our exploratio n
interface into a tool which allows the editing of data together with its exploration . Our immediate problem i s
to delete outlying data points produced by high volum e
ocean mapping systems . We wish to extend the metaphor from exploration to exploration combined with
manipulation . The flight metaphor has an obvious extension — especially for those who play video game s
into shooting down the bad data . In an alternative extension of the metaphor we can imagine picking up dat a
objects and flying them to new locations . The scene in
hand metaphor can also be extended . If we can detach
our linkage to the scene, we can move a cursor within
the scene to a data object and once selected the objec t
can be delete or moved (this implies a scene which i s
stored as a two level heirarchy) . The eyeball in han d
metaphor is unique in that it offers no natural extensio n
to data manipulation .
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